Percy's Leaky Logic
American support for Israel is faltering, according to Senator
Charles Percy and others. What Senator Percy means is that his
support for Israel is faltering. But if enough Senators, Congressmen and columnists say it, then it will become a national fact.
What does he mean when he talks about "support faltering?"
He doesn't mean that he has changed his
r, attitudes about Israel, which he always supported. He means that America is in a shaky economic condition; American is in a shaky diplom~ position; as a result, America may not be
capable of effectively supporting Israel in another struggle; an Israeli defeat would be bad
for America; so would a stand-off Israeli victory, accompanied by an oil boycott; therefore,
we had better stave off any confrontation by
forcing Israel to give in to some Arab demands.
That is what he means by "faltering support." It has nothing to do
with the substantial merit of the Israeli case or the Arab case or the Palestinian case. It has to do with strategy . But , of course, the strategy has
to be publicly presented in terms of the issues which are embraced by
those Arab demands.
And the "line" is becoming clear, as it is expressed by public official
after public official: Israel's integrity must be maintained, but for the
sake of peace, 1) Israel must agree to negotiate with the PLO (i.e. accept the idea of a PLO state); and 2) Israel must withdraw to pre-1967
borders.
It is important to remember that the motivating factor is strategy,
and therefore the argument, if it is to be effective, must be presented in
terms of strategy. Thus, in talking about the PLO issue, it cuts absolutely no ice to argue that the PLO is an evil band of terrorists. Senator
Percy openly admits that fact.
It is more significant to point out that if a PLO state is set up next to
· Israel, it is likely to advance the possibilities of war, with its dire consequences to the United States. The PLO's very existence, as stated in its
constitution, is based on war against Israel.
Among other occasions on which the PLO made this clear, was the
statement on June 8, 1974 by Arafat and the PLO: "The PLO struggles
against any scheme of projected Palestinian entity the price of which is
recognition of Israel, peace with Israel, secured boundaries for Israel."
Can the PLO change its goals? Can a cable-car fly -- for long? Indeed, why should the PLO change if it is handed such an initial victory
by the world? Having been given a military launching ground, the next
step would be easier. At the very least, the point should be made to the
Senator that the burden is not on Israel to help the PLO establish itself;
the burden is on the PLO to warrant its peaceful intentions, and on the
world to guarantee those intentions. The "line" is coming out to the incredible contrary -- with emphasis on "Israeli intransigence."
Similarly, with the question of a return to pre-1967 borders. In 1956,
Israel withdrew exactly to those borders, on the "guarantee" of national
integrity. But, despite that withdrawal, in 1967 Israel's integrity was
violated when Egypt's leader said:
"All Egypt is now prepared to plunge into total war which will put an
end to Israel," and followed with action . So what is new that would not
make the pre-1967 borders again an invitation to war, rather than a deterrence of )Var? It has already been proved that the strategy of peace
will not be served by Israel's unilateral withdra wal. At the very least, if
peace is to be served, the burden is not on Israel , but on the Arab nations and the world to provide intentions , warranties and practical guarantees that have not yet been offered.
Everybody's Congressman and everybody's Senators should be reminded in the coming week about the leaky logic in Senator Percy's
statement about these two issues - as it applies to the strategy, of
peace. and therefore to America's national interest. One way to do that
is to send a letter to Senator Charles Percy at the Senate Office Building
in Washington ; and , without fail. to send a copy of that ietter to one's
own Congressman and Senators.
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During the Civil War in the United States,
1861-1865, the Rothschilds lost money heavily
by their support for the bonds of the so4thern
Confederate States, who were defeated in 1865
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